
!
Glaciers "(http://www.learner.org/resources/series78.html)" " " " Name ______________________________"!
1.  What conditions must occur for glaciers to form?! ! ! 2.  Describe how snowflakes change to firn.  !!!
3.  Ice flow?  Really?  When I mess with ice cubes they break?  Can ice really flow?  Do these people have frozen brains? !!!
4.  In a glacier which moves fastest?  CENTER or SIDES?  TOP or BOTTOM?  (Choose only one from each pair.)!!!
5.  The two types of glaciers are _____________ glaciers and _______________ glaciers or ice sheets. !!!
6.  Your buddy says, "I was up in Glacier National Park and drank pure, clear water coming from the base of a glacier."  Why do you doubt him?  !!!

This film was made in the late 70s and early 80s.  With the addition of increasing CO2 to the atmosphere, the typical ice age cycles may be interrupted."!
7. What is one benefit to us of glaciers in forming loess or glacial silt? !!!
8. Till and moraines - what are they? !!!
9. Describe two pieces of information we have learned by studying ice cores.!!
  A.! ! ! ! ! ! !   B.!!!
Earth's Changing Climates: Climate Change and the Extinction of the Woolly Mammoth (Enter pvmac and pvmac for name and passwords.)"

http://www.discoveryeducation.com/?returnURL=player%2Ediscoveryeducation%2Ecom%2Findex%2Ecfm%3FguidAssetId%3DD776B1D6%2D6616%2D43FC%2D8282%2D9511665878A7%26blnFromSearch%3D1%26productcode%3DUS!!
10. What was New York City like during the last ice age?!!!
11. How does the scientist calculate the age of the mammoth at death?!!!
12. According to the video, what might have killed the mammoth?!!!
Glaciers - Discovery "
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13. Where is all that meltwater coming from and why? Is that normal?!!!
14. Alaska's glaciers been around for _______________ years but they are now all _______________________ (What is happening to them all?) !!!
15. Whoa, would you like to be kayaking down the glacier meltwater stream or working on the mammoth project above?  Why?!!!!
Fastest Glacier (NOVA: 6:06)   (http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/earth/fastest-glacier.html)!!!
Describe two things that are happening to Greenland's Jakobshavn glacier. !!
16.! ! ! ! ! ! ! 17.!!!
18. How is the melt water accelerating the process of glacier loss?  !!!
19. Glaciologists see happening in front of them things they thought would take __________________ years.!
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